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Welcome to our ﬁrst newsletter of the new year! Lynne and I
got warm in January along with Brenda & Marty Hahne on a
workshop trip to Honolulu, Hawaii. There we all were for a
week—sharing kidshow magic & fun, eating coconut/pineapple bread
pudding & drinking Kona coﬀee for breakfast, ﬁnding our way through the Dole Plantation Maze, and
climbing Diamond Head Crater. Again thanks to all our Hawaii friends who attended the workshop!

NOW THE NEWS: It’s been a long time coming — I’ve been performing it and teaching it for over 20 years —
but now you can learn it in the comfort of your own home:

The Amazing, Phenomenal & Borderline Fantastic

TABLE CLOTH STUNT
CONSIDER THIS: Have you ever wanted to REALLY pull the table cloth from
under the dishes without breaking anything? Not a clown gag or a joke,
not breaking dishes for comedy—but really doing the stunt? Well, folks,
here’s your chance to learn how, taught to you by someone who has
performed the Table Cloth Stunt LIVE in over 1000 shows WITHOUT EVER
missing or breaking a single dish.

Magician-Author

David Ginn
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I am that person, David Ginn, and that statement is a fact. I did it, and SO
CAN YOU!
Join me on this live class DVD teaching an audience of magicians and
clowns — and YOU — step by step HOW TO DO IT.
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But wait, there’s more: Included with the DVD you’ll receive the EXACT CORRECT CLOTH I employ to perform the
stunt, professionally cut for you to my own speciﬁcations.
True, in my live shows I “clown around” and play up several comedy angles before I actually do the STUNT, but in
the end I really accomplish the trick. Frankly, it still amazes me! And when YOU learn that you can do this, you’ll be
thrilled at the new skill you’ve added to your family and kidshows!
NOW IS THE TIME to simply jump into something NEW — something you can easily learn, and with practice, be
doing in your own shows within a week’s time.
Hey, audiences of children and adults love the TABLE CLOTH STUNT! I’ve used it at schools, libraries, parties,
and church family nights…often to close the show! Two summers ago I put my LIVE RABBIT on a plate in the middle
of the table and did the stunt with the rabbit AND the dishes! Yes, it worked, and the kids loved it!

Table Cloth Stunt DVD with cloth — only $35.00

Jump Ropes
Without a doubt, this Jim Jayes invention is one of the best tricks
Sammy Smith has ever released. In dozens of workshops years ago I
watched Sammy perform and perfect it, and it’s still strong for kids.
Show two paper lunch sacks with a red rope in one and white rope in
the other. Snap your ﬁngers, and the ropes trade places. Snap again,
they jump back. Of course, spectators think you have extra ropes in the
sacks — and they’re right! Tip over the bags and two CANDY-STRIPED
ropes tumble out, leaving the bags completely empty. See the photo
with Lindsey.
THANKS, Lindsey,
for modeling!

This complete outﬁt comes with colored sacks and all the ropes,
expertly made for hundreds of shows. Packs small, plays big! Use it!

Jump Ropes — in stock NOW and only $20

Star of the Show!
For over a year I’ve had none of this great sponge item made exclusively
for me by Gosh. Now they are back in stock, hurray!
Show a 2-inch yellow sponge ball and push it through your ﬁst.
When you open your hand, it has become a big YELLOW STAR 6-8
inches in size. It can be the Star of Bethlehem for Christmas shows, or
use in a child’s hand to open up, then pronounce the girl or boy “Star
of the Show.”
50 in stock now…don’t wait till I run out!

Star of the Show — just $12.00

3 x 5 ft American Flag Blendo
Several years ago I oﬀered a 2 x 3 ft American Flag Blendo. We
sold out, and there are no more. Now I’ve had the one time only
chance to oﬀer you stage performers a BIGGER version. The
twenty I have in stock may be all I ever get!
Imagine waving around three silks tied end to end together, redwhite-and-blue, bunching them up in your bare hands — then
suddenly popping them open to reveal a genuine 3 x 5 foot
50-star American Flag! That is exactly what I am oﬀering here
to 20 smartest people who order ﬁrst — a 3 x 5 foot American
Flag Blendo set! You’ll get the 3 silks, the big ﬂag, and the Karl
Wagner/Neil Foster instructions. What more could you want to put that patriotic trick into
your shows? This is it! And there’s patriotic John Doyle in the photo!

3 x 5 American Flag Blendo: only $30.00
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Rajah’s Necklace
I have kept this a secret now for three years. I bought mine in Portugal and
used it in over 300 live performances of “Secrets of Ancient Egypt” with a
TEACHER on stage. Not only did my routine really gel, but the audience
kids loved it and it made the teacher look good!
With any adult lady on stage, I tell the story of Egyptian Queen Cleopatra,
how she loved make-up, beautiful clothing, and jewelry. Her favorite was
a pearl necklace brought all the way from the orient, shown hanging
on a stand (pictured). I remove the necklace and place it in a see-thru
bag, then as a precaution take it out and have the teacher hold it in HER
HANDS. She is playing Cleopatra, and when Cleopatra goes to sleep, a thief sneaks into the palace
and steals the necklace.
Cleopatra the teacher pretends to sleep and wake up; she opens her hands and the necklace is gone!
Fortunately, her court magician (who looked a lot like me) came to the rescue. He covered the jewelry
stand with a cloth (18" silk you supply), snapped his ﬁngers, and removing the cloth found the necklace
had returned to the stand.
YES, it works EASILY, just like that. You get stand, necklaces, the vanish bag, and most important my word
for word routine. A super trick!

Rajah’s Necklace — only $35.00

Best Rope Scissors
FINALLY, here is a pair of scissors that will REALLY CUT ROPE! How many times have you
tried to do the Cut & Restored Rope Trick and had to CHEW your way through the rope
with ordinary scissors? Me? Plenty of times!
These new 8" shears are the answer! Professional quality, made by CLAUSS, these
scissors are NOT stainless steel — they are TITANIUM BONDED, 3 times HARDER than
stainless steel, and highly resistant to corrosion. They are so strong, in fact, they will
CUT THROUGH BONES! I do not, however, suggest you try that on your ﬁnger, because
it will work! And yes, they will easily cut through ROPE!

Best Rope Scissors while in stock…$12.00

Stage Size HOT FLIP FLOPS
For two years I’ve been showing this wonderful trick called HOT FLIP
FLOPS in my lectures and selling out! Now they’ve made it twice the size
for stage shows.
Show this Jacob’s Ladder kid toy with six diﬀerent colored fans. Have someone pick a number. Count or spell down to that number of fan (Hot Rod
Force). Now stare at the color you selected…and suddenly all the fans, all
six of them, change to THAT COLOR!
$7 each. But you should always have a back-up, so I oﬀer you:

Two Stage Size HOT FLIP FLOPS for just $10
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Bunny Hat — Sold out in UK, Italy, Spain, France!
No more Top Hat to Rabbit—just call it the Bunny Hat, and kidshow entertainers love
it, as do their audiences!
Show this black plush kidsize top hat. Have a child face the audience, and as you step
behind him or her to put it on the head, you turn it quickly inside-out and put it on the
child’s head as you see in the photo with my friend Lindsey. Hold up your ﬁnger and
caution the kids NOT to tell her! Proceed with your trick. She doesn’t know what’s up
there! At the end, ask her if she’s had a rabbit on her mind…remove the hat and show
her for a big laugh.
Terry Herbert bought one. A week later he tried pulling a rabbit out of a hat at a party,
which always failed (running gag, magician in trouble). Finally he put the hat ﬂipped
inside-out without looking on his own head, and the children howled with laughter.

A wonderful kidshow prop! BUNNY HAT: only $35.00

Crash Course on Kidshows
THIS BOOK is the most important magic book I’ve written in years, especially if you
love and want to ENTERTAIN CHILDREN! In three major sections I discuss why we
do kidshows and my basic show format; followed by 33 Things Children Enjoy; and
ﬁnally 13 kidshow routines I have used in thousands of live shows and which I
showed on four foreign lecture tours, selling literally hundreds of copies!
You’ll get my full routines with the Big Red Hand, Pom Pom Pole, Future Fungus,
Tape Measure Wrist Watch, Jumbo Card on Back, the Big Black Magic Hat, Spike
Arm Illusion, Gecko from Hawaii, Turkey Sandwich/Jr Chicken, Hocus Pocus Hare,
Glow Loops, Pluto Planet, Jumbo McCombical Deck, and some inspiration too!
Take this hand in hand with Professional Magic for Children and the new Live Kidbiz 2 Master Textbook and
you’re right up to date on how I love doing magic for kids…and how you can do the same!

Crash Course on Kidshows reg $15…
All spring special just $10…or with any $50+ order, only $5.00!

Big Black Hat
ANOTHER SELL-OUT ITEM on my European tours! Plus it’s one I’ll be using for
the rest of my performing career! Show this big black plush hat (madhatter
style) EMPTY, put on a kid’s head and it drops to his chin for a big laugh. He
waves a color changing wand over it (FREE with your hat) and suddenly pulls
dozens of silks out of the hat, followed by a beanie bunny (YES, included!),
even a 6-ft Rabbit Silk (no, not included!). My full 5-page routine is in Crash
Course on Kidshows, and if you play it my way, not only will YOU love doing
it, but the kids will LOVE YOU!
Get the book! Get the hat! Get the free color changing wand and the free beanie bunny! Trust me—
be a believer! It works!

BIG BLACK HAT w/free wand & bunny…only $35.00

SPECIAL: Till June 13th …Buy BOTH hats this page and get
not only a free Color Changing Wand…But also FREE the
Hats, Rabbits, and Swords DVD! You must ASK FOR IT!
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Color Changing Wreaths
Since 1980 I’ve done this wonderful trick in well over 1000 live shows. People love it!
And it’s perfect for Christmas! My wife is always hanging Christmas wreaths, so here are
three of them—all white. One by one they go into the CLOTH BAG (yes, comes with it), put a
RED silk through the hole and out comes a RED WREATH. I repeat with two more whites, use
two silks blue and yellow, to change the next two wreaths to those colors. At last I put all 3
colored wreaths inside the bag, push all 3 silks through the hole, then pull all out. NOTHING.
I toss the trio into the air and visually they change into ONE LARGE 3-FT WREATH!
Trick comes with 3 single 12" white wreaths, 3 single 12" colored ones, the large 3-ft one,
cloth bag, 3 colored hanks, and instructions. Personally, I replaced my hanks with 18" silks.

Originally $80. Now better and less expensive: just $25.00!

Hats, Rabbits, and Swords—DVD
What started out as a lecture became a complete library show performance, followed by an
explanation of how’s and why’s. Then came the show after the show, with an illusion seldom
seen at any magic convention and a hat production to top them all. It was a one time only
David Ginn night to remember, ﬁlled with Hats, Rabbits, and Swords!
Assisted by Brenda and Marty Hahne of Dazzling Magic, David starts the evening by
discussing two magic principles, featuring the Red Big Hand and Middle Diddle Silk. Next
comes a 45-minute performance of David’s MAD Reading Show, which includes Bookworm
Warm-up, Cheat Blendo, Cane-Can, Rocco Delites, Steve Taylor’s Airhead Rudy, Quack-Quack
the Mindreading Duck, Monster Hat Origami, Big Book Bag, the Book Cover Revealed, and
the No Snake Box gag.
David’s Big Black Magic Hat routine, from the Crash Course on Kidshows book but never seen on video, is the highlight of
the performance, along with the new Bunny Hat addition, which makes a cute girl audience volunteer into the hero.
After the show David spends 20 minutes explaining the tricks and his thinking. Then comes the bonus—a live performance
of Sherm’s NOMA, the Woman of 1000 Lives, which David calls simply “the Sword Box,” and following that, the Out of a Magic
Hat Encore, a huge production with a big surprise ending. Total running time of this DVD-only product: 100 minutes!

Hats, Rabbits, and Swords—$35.00 Special price: $19.00
d
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Out of print 10 years, Children Laugh Louder is back with some of my best routines:
Color Changing Shoelaces, Silk Illusion, Popaway Wand, Comedy Bits with Audience Helpers,
Trap Door, Magic Words, Purple Puppy Chow, Dog By That Name, Bowing Contest, Shooting
Card Trick, Wilting Flower, Bongo Monster Hat, Freaky’s Terror, and the classic Charlie’s Invisible
Message. Same book inside, new cover. But there’s more: My Live Lecture 1978, now a 2-hr
DVD, is included in the back of the book as a BONUS!

Children Laugh Louder + Bonus 2-hr DVD: $25.00

Already have Children Laugh Louder? Then order the DVD ONLY, a live performance of my “50
Ways to Make Children Laugh” ﬁrst lecture tour, including Total Recall, Raising Hands Gag, Smile
Contest using Talking Teeth, Smokey the Bear’s Hot Book, and the 6th Finger Countdown, plus
performances & explanations of Color Changing Shoelaces*, Electric Deck, ABC’s Backwards,
Silks That Won’t Stay Tied + Birthday Blendo, the Wilting Flower*, Painting by Magic, Shooting Card Trick*, Popaway Wand*,
Free Breakfast Set, Charlie’s Invisible Message* (only place you’ll see it on tape!), plus a ﬁnal wrap-up to inspire YOU to
entertain those children! (Items marked * come directly from Children Laugh Louder.) Just order:
David
Ginn

Live Lecture 1978 DVD—only $10!
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Live Kidbiz #1 Book/DVD Reprinted!
Yes, last year Live Kidbiz has sold out it’s 2100-copy ﬁrst edition! But thanks to
Sammy Smith the original Live Kidbiz book is now reprinted and includes a DVD,
sold only as a combination!
Live Kidbiz 1 contains a dozen video cuts with a book explaining them all,
as follows: Vanishing Coke Bottle, Magic to Rock Music (canes, silks more),
Climax Egg Bag, Radio Rabbit (a production you can make), Eye Chart (I can’t
see a thing!…yes, make one!), the Ching Soo Firecracker, Lobster Cards (do it
yourself, adapt to suit you), Tricky Bottles, Sun & Moon (I played it in 300 live
shows), Arrowhead, Dagger Rabbit Vanish, and Closing Magic to Music, which
includes a silk blendo, silk fountain, and a giant ﬂag staﬀ production that
brings the children to applause.

Live Kidbiz 1, ofﬁcial price $35. Your SPECIAL PRICE: $25.00

Live Kidbiz 2: Master Textbook
and DVD/video
CHECK OUT the new LK2 DVD and here’s what you’ll see:
• Jungle Warm-up rope tricks from Tarbell • No Bounce Ball with
an audience helper • Disbanded Arm Penetration with a girl
from the audience • Go Fish is a do-it-yourself routine with two
children and ﬁsh pictures • Snake Basket with 2 kids from my
jungle show • Easter Egg Count from a pre-school show, 2 kids,
plastic eggs, very adaptable • ABC Puzzle with 4 kids, great fun
and a strong ending • Wild West Animals, my best version of
Charlie’s Invisible Message • Coke Bottle Rabbit, my live bunny
vanishes and ends up in a two-foot Coca-Cola Bottle. YOU can make it too • Sawing in Half and the
funniest bit you’ll ever see, thanks to Burling Hull • ﬁnally the Road Race, Guitar Solo, and the Tablecloth
Stunt—pulling the cloth from under the dishes!
And it’s all explained in Live Kidbiz 2: The Master Textbook, 312 pages with over 100 photos and
drawings—the KEY to everything! Sold only as a set, LK2 Master Textbook explains in words, photos,
and drawings EVERYTHING on the LK2 DVD. Furthermore, this book is twice the length of the LK#1 book
because it describes MORE than just the video. For example:
• Three Fun Warm-ups with Silver Sceptre, Flower Wallet, Glow-Loops • Charlotte the Writing Spider
from my Magic in B&W library show • Three Important Things on embellishing tricks, pacing your
performance, and “the magic formula” • Kids Love Animals and how this fact can aﬀect your shows
• Book Cover Revealed, my Denzel Washington routine • Penguin Trick from my Frozen Magic Show
• Jay Gorham’s Puzzle Illusion • Money Elimination, a feature of my Money Magic Show • Bring That
Rabbit Back, whether you should vanish a rabbit in a kidshow • plus a complete 4-chapter commentary
on Live Kidbiz 3, 4, 5 and 6 videos with amazing INSIDE INFORMATION you can use!

All for just $35.00 total!
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Live Kidbiz 3/4 DVD
This double DVD contains Live Kidbiz 3 & 4 videos, each one an hour long.
LK 3: Costuming Kids for Laughs. Children love to dress up. Here I show you exactly how I
have used this fact to create laughter in shows at schools, kindergartens, and libraries. You’ll see
hats, glasses, coats, vests, aprons, beards, banners, shirts, and skirts brought into the action to
embellish the magic routines and simply make them more fun. Highlight is the Cowboy Race,
an explanation of how real cowboys dressed and a guest visitor in a ten-gallon hat. You won’t
believe the little guy who “wins” the race! Completing LK3 is my “Radio Show,” a 17-minute play
using magic to depict a live broadcast of a 1930s radio murder mystery. You’ll be laughing and
trying to guess “Who did it?”
LK4: Storytelling with Magic. Every clip on this video either tells a story or delivers a message,
including: Magic Drawing Board, Jolly Polly George, Save Our Water, Big Bad Kong, Puzzle Talk,
Watch Tester, Pieces of Eight, Sharpshooter, Guillotine, and Rabbit Botania. You’ll get plenty of
ideas on timing, delivery, and mixing messages/stories with magic from watching this. All clips come from live David Ginn
performances at schools and family venues.

LIVE KIDBIZ 3/4 DVD—$35.00

Live Kidbiz 5/6 DVD
Double DVD containing Live Kidbiz 5 & 6, two hours total viewing time:
LK5: Lost Kidshow Magic. Clips from 1979-1991, from Washington State to Sydney, Australia,
showing routines I have worked thousands of times, new if you’ve never seen them, all
explained in the LK2 Textbook: Dollar Bill Production, Balloon Bunny, Neck Twister, Olympic
Ring Toss, Movie Posters, Alfred the Card Spider, Banana Bunny, Shooting Card Trick, Watch
Watch Bag, Disecto, Jumbo 3 Card Monte, and Gene Gordon’s Sword Through Neck.
LK6: The Lost Library Show. Here is a complete library show, taped and broadcast on TV in
Cartersville Georgia June 1984, discovered in a video search when I was planning LK5. You’ll see
Instant Rubik Cube, Hot Book Warm-up, Double Wands to Flowers, Juggling Scarves & Blowtie Blendo, Sponge Ball Production, Coin Pail, Test Tube Bunny, Quiet in the Library, Shrinking
Glove, 3 Balloon Card on Back, PacMan 20th Century, Book Talk, Head Chopper, Vanishing Rabbit, and MJs
Missing Glove, a hilarious bonus cut. Lots of FUN!

LIVE KIDBIZ 5/6 DVD—$35.00

Live Kidbiz Series—Special Offer
Order the entire LK Series, now on FOUR DVDs and TWO BOOKS totalling over 450 pages
w/100+ photos—a retail price of $140—for just $68.00 plus shipping! Oﬀer ends June 13, 2007

Glitter Pom Pom Pole
No exaggeration: I took my last 22 Glitter Pom Pom Poles to Blackpool England, performed
my toy shop routine, and SOLD OUT immediately after the lecture in 2004. Hey, someone
even bought my own, and I had orders for more. So Jim Green in Florida got back to work
and made some more! And he’s still making them, and they’re still selling!
Originally popularized by Doug Henning on a 1980s TV show, this trick is currently being
made by many manufacturers. Jim’s, in my opinion, is THE BEST. Why? It works smoothly,
and it’s the right size. This 10-inch pole will ﬁt inside your coat or back pocket YET is large
enough to perform close-up or stage. What happens? You pull the various pom poms
(red, yellow, blue, green) back and forth, up and down, from one side to another, puzzling the audience. Then you separate
the two halves of the pole showing nothing inside. When you join the pole again, the pom poms resume working. Several
routines included with a precision made product!

GLITTER POM POM POLE: $35
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Complete SNAKE CAN with DVD
ALL over the UK two years ago, I showed the Snake Can routine I created and
published over 35 years ago! It still works to create fun and laughs for children
who weren’t even born then! With two children on stage helping, I oﬀer them
jelly beans from an empty can…then have fun with a big toothbrush, a giant
comb, and jumbo sunglasses…an 18" Color Explosion Silk vanishes from the
boy’s hand…then four cloth-covered spring snakes appear from the jelly bean
can the girl has been holding all along…complete with the missing silk tied
to one!
Now here’s your bargain: I’ll ship you two colorful Jelly Bean Cans, four cloth-covered spring snakes, two Color
Explosion 18" Silks, a giant comb, toothbrush, sunglasses (as pictured), my original Snake Can booklet, AND my
Magic in Black & White library show on DVD along with It’s About Time, showing the entire routine performed
LIVE…a retail value of $65.00…all this for…

ONLY $45.00
(Complete Snake Can Package without DVD: only $35)

Daddy G Powder • Buy 2, Get One Free!
This is Ginnville slush powder, purchased directly from the chemical company,
strong and pure, and I guarantee it works, plus I can give you a better price! Daddy
G Powder is strong enough to gel water, tea, coﬀee, soda, juice.
Pour 3–4 oz of water into a styrofoam cup, push two knitting needles through
the side, turn the whole thing upside-down, and the water is gone! See this on
Live Kidbiz 4 in the “Save Our Water” ecology routine. On my Kidshow How-2 video
I play 3-cup monte with the water before it vanishes leaving a 12 foot silk streamer!
Glue an empty medicine bottle inside the top of a cup, hiding a red silk inside.
Pour red colored water (cake coloring) into the cup. A moment later you turn
the cup over—no water comes out but you pull out the red silk. Has the water
changed to a silk?
All you do it put a little of the powder into the cup before the show. When you pour water into the cup, the
powder INSTANTLY congeals the water into a semi-solid, allowing you to turn the cup upside-down. One 30
gram bottle of my Daddy G Powder will last 20-30 shows, depending on how much you use.

Daddy G Powder: $5 bottle ... 3 for $10 ... or 7 for $21. (plus shipping)

Shipping/Payment:
We ship several times weekly, according to David’s show schedule, both UPS & post oﬃce.
We accept cash, checks on USA banks, MOs in USD, Visa, MC, Amex, Discover.
In USA postage is $7 up to $49; $8 for $50-99; and $9 per hundred after that.
Outside USA, $10 MINIMUM per order and about 30% airmail. Make all payments to
DAVID GINN (not David Ginn Magic). We appreciate every order large or small! —DG

David Ginn: magic, books, DVDs, fun
370 Bay Grove Road • Loganville GA 30052 USA
PHONE 770-466-8421 • FAX 770-554-8209
email orders: ginnorders@comcast.net
website: www.ginnmagic.com
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DAVID GINN Tour Schedule 2007
(others may be added)

European and
Convention tours:

Christmas Magic
Down Under tour:

Christmas Magic
USA West Tour:

March 27

Velden, Netherlands

Aug. 4

Sydney, Australia

Sept. 14

Riverside CA*

March 29

Berlin, Germany

Aug. 6

Perth, Australia

Sept. 15

LA/Hollywood CA

March 30

Hamburg, Germany

Aug. 7

Adelaide, Australia

Sept. 16

San Diego CA*

April 1

Vienna, Austria

Aug. 9

Melbourne, Australia

Sept. 21

Sunnyvale CA

April 2

Steyr, Austria

Aug. 10

Sydney, Australia

Sept. 22

Freemont CA

April 26-30 Port Edward,
South Africa

Aug. 11

Brisbane, Australia

Sept. 23

Sacramento CA*

Aug. 14

Auckland,
New Zealand

Oct. 20

Phoenix AZ*

Oct. 21

Denver CO*

Aug. 15

Wellington,
New Zealand

Nov. 3

Portland OR*

Aug. 16

Christchurch,
New Zealand

Nov. 4

Seattle WA*

May 17

Birmingham,
Alabama

June 14-16 CAMS in Toronto,
Canada
July 16-20

FCM in Marion,
Indiana

(*tentative)

Mail or FAX Order Form. FAX or mail only form below.
DEAR GINN FAMILY: Please send me the following items listed below.
My check, cash, or money order on US bank is enclosed. Or charge to my credit card below:
[ ] Visa [ ] MC [ ] Dis [ ] Amx #

exp.

Name
Address

Item & Price

Item & Price

24-HR FAX (770) 554-8209
Email: ginnorders@comcast.net

Shipping

Total
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